NEW TAX

Council passes utility tax

by MELISSA RODRIGUEZ

Voting four to one the San Luis Obispo City Council Monday night passed the controversial five per cent Utility Users Tax ordinance of the City of San Luis Obispo.

During 45 minutes of discussion prior to voting on the matter the four councilmen and Mayor Kenneth Schwartz gave their various opinions why and why not the tax should or should not be passed and listened to several speakers from the audience voice their beliefs.

Councilman Emmons Blake has basically supported the utility tax and feels it is the fairest kind of tax because it is under the direct control of the user.

"A person can repair a leaking faucet, mend a broken fence or turn down the thermostat a little to cope with this small tax," said Blake.

"As far as people saying the tax is unfair because it taxes the user more than the lesser one I feel this is fair because in my opinion the larger user should be entitled to a discount. It is like the more groceries you buy the lower discount you get."

Blake told the council chambers that the tax money would be spent on the Department of Parks and Recreation, expanded police protection, the purchasing of open space and continued the tree program.

During a break in the meeting Blake said that there is no reason for apartment owners to take the tax out of their own pocket. Councilman John Brown commented briefly on his reasoning for favoring the tax during the meeting.

"The tax is as equitable as we can make it," said Brown. "It is taken in part from other cities in California and is an average tax."

The only member to oppose the tax was councilman T. Keith Gurnee. He opposed the tax for three main reasons.

"The first reason I opposed the tax is that it is a regressive tax," said Gurnee. "Sure one student doesn't make more than the $8,000 exemption but three students living in one apartment do make over $8,000 and thus are not exempt.

"Second, it is a discriminatory tax that hits students, poor, and old people the hardest.

"Third, I was in favor of the construction tax instead of the utility tax because the utility tax requires all citizens of the city to pay for luxury and facilities demanded by a population that has yet to come into the city. In other words, all citizens are paying their city to be in the building industry."

Gurnee said that a rate based on per kilowatt hour would be a better idea than the standard rate placed on everyone. He also stressed that the council should tell the people how the money is going to be spent and make that clear to them where the money is going.

Councilman Myron Graham supported the utility tax and preferred it to a construction tax.

"It PASSED - Mike Meiring, chairman of ASI finance committee, read a letter from Robin Baggett to the city council but the utility tax passed anyway."

He believes that the $8,000 income adjustment is fair to the household. "The state or federal government might establish this tax if we don't," said Graham. "Many charter cities are establishing such a tax."

"There are many areas in the city where people are making demands for things and we need to be ready to spend money on those requests when they become available.

(Continued on page 4)
Confession of a mole people

by JOHN TEVES

Hey. Don't let 'em kid you. There's a plot, a very real plot, to get you. I've been watching lately and I can see that you're worried about something. I can see the agony of doubt and apprehension on your face as you peer around the corner to see who's down the hall.

Then somebody walks up to you and, after you've jerked yourself out of your nervously,euely (ever noticed how small different in high anxiety situations) clothes in fright, asks you very disarmingly, "How's it going?" "How's it going?" you ask yourself. And, with a smile as wary as sheep being led to slaughter, you say "Just fine." Then you have to force yourself to ask in the most interested way "How's it going with you?"

Well, as you see, I've been watching, and I can sympathise with your situation. The most important thing to remember is that you are not crazy. Just because you consume a pack and a half of cigarettes a day, can't eat, and can't seem to get along with anybody (even the goddamn dog) that doesn't mean that you're off. What it means is that nobody in the whole world has problems as bad as you do. It's as clear as daylight.

Conservatives have always fought for as little government as possible, and separation of powers, not centralization. Power of the executive branch has been broadened considerably since Woodrow Wilson. The conservative doesn't believe in deficit spending. Nixon campaigned on that issue in 1968, and in his first three years he ran a deficit of $88 billion. Nixon's price and wage control was a big step in socialization. If he wanted to stop inflation, why not stop printing money that has no backing?

The most important thing I wish to bring to the open, is who put Nixon into office, and what they stand for. It was the big money interests. It was Nelson Rockefeller who saved Nixon from political obliteratiion after his race for the governorship in California.

It was while working for Rockefeller that he rebuilt his image, and this is when Nixon sold himself to his interests. It is the financiers who have controlled every election since Woodrow Wilson, as they are doing in this one. They have been able to get into the position they are in, largely because of the establishment of the Federal Reserve System, who they created.

Simon seems to think that it is the conservatives in power, but it is they who are trying to expose those in power. They are responsible for endless wars that they perpetuated as in Vietnam. Don't let the news media fool you into thinking that there is such a great choice between Nixon or McGovern. One is owned and one's sincere, but they are both liberals.

Gere Binkof
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Editor:

For starters any conservative does not consider Nixon a conservative, nor even close. Only a liberal or the ignorant would label him as such. You will find the conservative candidate running on the American Independent ticket. That is where the conservative vote will go, and it will be the liberals that re-elect Nixon. McGovern is too far left for most people, so everything goes on as planned.
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**ILLUSSIONS AND REALITIES**

By PAT BROWN
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Perspective; an enigma for many

by PAUL SIMON

The news media has a responsibility to report on what is happening and to bring to light what is not happening that should be or what is not right that should be right. Yet how many times have you seen letters-to-the-editor signed by individuals who claim "I saw it there and it didn't happen that way at all." Perhaps it did happen that way, especially in the example of Mustang Daily, but the letter writer was a central figure and was thus subjectively influenced. That happened a lot last year.

Journalistic accounts of events can indeed be distorted, but more often than not disagreement with a written account is more a matter of a person's preconceived perspective and less a matter of a reporter's deficiency.

Participation invited subjec-

tivity. And that is particularly important to consider when you have double regard for the efficiency and objectivity of student newspapers.

The most proficient journalist is the one who can set himself apart from a situation and evaluate it as a whole with everything in perspective. Perspective, that's the key.

To be honest, in four summers spent reediting student newspapers and 10 quarters for the Mustang Daily, including three recent editor-in-chiefs, I have been seriously questioned only twice.

I have investigated the use of student funds for speakers that produced no information, and for a few. Every one of the complaints came from persons directly involved in the controversy.

Where they being objective? Hardly.

The second question comes during the heated All elections last spring and involved a direct quotation I printed from one of the candidates for president. My mistake, came, not as you might imagine, from misquoting what that person had never to my knowledge misquoted anyone—

the point is that direct involvement in an event means all the difference in the world in obtaining perspective, and perspective largely depends upon what side of the fence you are sitting on and what is said at the time.

For a current example, take Clark Clifford, a former presidential cabinet member. He toured the Hanoi area and described U.S. atrocities, denouncing Peking. He saw firsthand what he said. They reportedly had inflicted.

What he was told was the damage the U.S. had inflicted.

The point is that direct involvement in an event means all the difference in the world in determining perspective, and perspective largely depends upon what side of the fence you are sitting on and what is said at the time.

For a current example, take Clark Clifford, a former presidential cabinet member. He toured the Hanoi area and described U.S. atrocities, denouncing Peking. He saw firsthand what he said. They reportedly had inflicted.

Yet current cabinet members criticized Clifford and discounted his perspective was from a third

side. Yet how many times have you read.

The last time I did a survey I found that a majority of people were biased, and that a majority of people were biased, and that a minority of people were not.

However, those military of-

ficials were in South Vietnam and THEIR viewpoint was from a third side.

Perspective, indeed, is a vastly tricky thing to pin down.

To do a survey—now reported they had their beliefs on firsthand information from military of-

ficials over here?

The file system will enable

everything in perspective.

Everything in perspective.
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...learn by doing idea alive

...University

...Students coner on problems

In an attempt to expose these candidates to all segments of the community, Ms. Levison from the School of Education had her class attend group sessions for students in the California Men's Colony.

"These were not psychotherapy groups but just daily optatives," Levison said. "These students were exposed to the inmates as they could formulate in their own minds what they as teachers could do to help these people on the outside."

"This will help the teachers when they go to work in public agencies and school forms plans to help retrain these people in social skills and vocational skills lacking in their background," Levison said.

Levison indicated that more jobs are being opened in community-based treatment and this exposure will familiarize students with the problems making them better able to cope with them in real life. In addition they will be better qualified to take the jobs.

According to Levison, arrangements were made for the class visits when Dr. William Windroth, professor of psychiatry at the institution talked with the class and then invited them to visit. It was explained to them that they were not "feelies" who would simply be taken from ASI and Halls.

According to Johnson, an attorney will be available for consultation by the committee. Students requesting information should either contact Danny Johnson in the ASI offices or present their problem to the legal aid committee at one of its meetings.

Legal aid to students here will be available beginning Wednesday, Aug. 26.

Legal aid, another ASI sponsored service, will be available to any student with a legal problem and charge. The aid, according to Danny Johnson, ASI vice president, will be in the form of a four to five member committee, chaired by Steve Fraboni, which will act as an advisory capacity to the student. This committee will answer the student questions as completely and promptly as possible. Time required to answer the question will depend upon the complexity of the student's problem.

"This is just a pilot project for now," stated Johnson, hoping for a more comprehensive program in the future. "Cost will be about $5.00 for the first year. This way the students can have a visitor any time they would need one."

Levison said, the students were exposed to the inmates and this exposure will familiarize them with the problems making them better able to cope with them in real life. In addition they will be better qualified to take the jobs.
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Ah, the savage beast

For those who long to gaze at exotic beasts, a safari to Africa is not the only answer. A short trip to Bus 11 Tonton promises to satisfy such desires. For animals at Africa, USA, located on Highway 101, are lurking behind seemingly fragile iron fences.
The Graduate Record Examination Service has announced that under-graduates and others preparing to go to graduate school may take the Graduate Record Examination on any of six different test dates during the current academic year. The first testing date for the GRE is Oct. 18, 1972. Scores from this administration will be reported to the graduate schools by Dec. 4. Students planning to register for the October test date are advised that applications received by ETS after Oct. 3 will incur a $35 late registration fee. After Oct. 10, there is no guarantee that applications for the October test date can be processed. The other five test dates are Dec. 9, 1972, Jan. 20, Feb. 24, March 18, and April 22, 1973. Equivalent late fee and registration deadlines apply to these dates. Choice of test dates should be determined by the number of required graduate courses or fellowship sponsors to which one is applying. Scores are usually reported to graduate schools five weeks after a test date.

### Undergrads take exams

The Educational Testing Service has announced that under-graduates and others preparing to go to graduate school may take the Graduate Record Examination on any of six different test dates during the current academic year. The first testing date for the GRE is Oct. 18, 1972. Scores from this administration will be reported to the graduate schools by Dec. 4. Students planning to register for the October test date are advised that applications received by ETS after Oct. 3 will incur a $35 late registration fee. After Oct. 10, there is no guarantee that applications for the October test date can be processed. The other five test dates are Dec. 9, 1972, Jan. 20, Feb. 24, March 18, and April 22, 1973. Equivalent late fee and registration deadlines apply to these dates. Choice of test dates should be determined by the number of required graduate courses or fellowship sponsors to which one is applying. Scores are usually reported to graduate schools five weeks after a test date.

### New hope for desperate men

A new plan of action on college housing services on campus will start Phase IV of a four-pronged effort by the AFl for developing student services. The new project should develop a centrally located housing office with files on off-campus housing to aid students. It will be run by students for students, according to Denny Johnson, AFl, vice-president.

### For myself, I depend on people... (Continued from page 1)
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Cold Blood to perform here in Fall

Cold Blood, a nine-man San Francisco rock group which happens as in on the "edge ofวงตาม" will provide a concert here on Friday, Sept. 3.

The Associated Students, Inc. Student Program Board is inviting the public to share in the performance at 8 p.m. in Cluntn Auditorium of the San An McPherson College Union. Admission will be $2 for college students and $3.00 for all others.

This will be available opening Monday, Sept. 5, at the information desk in the college union.

Cold Blood has a musical style, according to its arranger, Raul Marte, designed to "paint a wide spectrum of musical colors for the benefit of the audience." According to Doug Nelson, organizer of the Spectrum Series, "Cold Blood's timing is all come off. They were age and relaxed, yet capable of spontaneous musical ad libbing."

Cold Blood has its roots in the Fillmore West, now defunct, and The Generation, a group that rose to fame at Fillmore West.

Raul Ellicott gave up San Francisco State to become the lead singer of the group that first recorded on the ABC label at age 13—Lyric. described as a typical San Francisco girl—laid, busy and classy when performing and funky and nice all the same—was with The Generation.

Rod Ellicott gave up San Francisco State to become the lead singer of the group that first recorded on the ABC label at age 13—Lyric. described as a typical San Francisco girl—laid, busy and classy when performing and funky and nice all the same—was with The Generation.

Andy McKee, the drummer, who is from Chicago, has played with Charlie Musselwhite, Harvey Mandel, and the C.C. Riders.

Raul Marte gave up San Francisco State to become the lead singer of The Generation. When The Generation broke up, Raul played at the Hungry I in San Francisco and The Band in Las Vegas before joining Cold Blood.

Max Hatchett of Berkeley, trumpet in the group, has performed with everyone from Little Richard to Frank Sinatra, Jr., and from Jackie Wilson to Ray Brown.

Neil Martin and Danny Hull led to the unique Cold Blood sound with inasmuch, baritone sax, and flute renditions.
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Frost look promising

Joe Harper, who is entering his fifth season as Mustang head football coach, is not in the habit of expounding eloquently on the talents of his athletes. At least he’s quite conservative about such matters until praise is warranted.

Hence, when he labels his crop of 1973 freshmen football recruits the “most outstanding group we’ve ever had in five years here,” a lot of folks are going to pay heed.

“Overall, the quality is better in this year’s crop of freshmen than it has been in any other group we’ve brought here,” Harper advised. “The players are bigger, faster and stronger than any group we’ve had. They’ve had more outstanding high school careers, too, than the athletes we’ve had in the past.”

A year ago when freshmen became eligible for varsity football, Harper declared that a member of a year there were six rookies who earned letters. One, running back Jeff Van Dyk, started most of the games.

“Prior to the start of practice there is no way of knowing how much the freshmen will assist the varsity this season,” Harper commented. “However, I’m certain that a freshman will be added to the varsity backfield. Frost will be the backup quarterbacks as well as the first receiver at wide end and slot-back.”

The frost quarterback with the most impressive credentials is Steve Mee, 6-4, 241-pounder from West Covina. He led his team to the 1972 CIF finals by completing 37.7 per cent of his passes.—124 of 324 for 1,284 yards and 26 touchdowns.

Quarterback Ken Echiri was a three-sport man at Pomona where he ran for 15 touchdowns while netting 560 yards and a 7.0 average. He connected on 48 of 170 passes for 44 per cent accuracy and five touchdowns.

Another quarterback with impressive figures is Cliff Johnson from Saratoga. He completed 63 per cent of his (120) for 1,730 yards and 15 TDs. He was only intercepted five times and he ran an additional five scores.

The other new signal caller, Rich Robinson from Yorba Valley high, guided his team to the CIF semifinals last fall after helping it to the Baseline. He lettered in basketball, track, golf and baseball in addition to football in high school.

Among the standout receivers and defensive backs are Nick Beatty, 6-3, 200, from Saratoga. Tim Phillips, 6-3, 190, from Garces high in Bakersfield. Don Murvin, 6-1, 173 from Norwalk and St. John Bosco high, Mark Davis, 6-5, 178 from San Clemente, and David Bremer, 5-11, 108 from Lakewood.

Beatty, a starter in the North-South Shrine game caught 41 passes for 800 yards, four TDs and had five interceptions. Murvin nabbed 15 passes for 282 yards, 7 TDs. Bremerahan, younger of Mie’s record- setting Mustang quarterback, averaged 16 yards a catch as he grabbed 23 serials for 371 yards and five scores.

Heading the list of running backs is Paul Manou, 5-2, 180 from Buchanan high in Santa Clara. He ran for 1,310 yards over two seasons scoring 15 TDs. Another top ball tailer is Sybello Thompson, 5-4, 180 from Selma. He ranked as one of the top backs in the San Joaquin Valley netting 200 yards a game in his senior year as he averaged 3.4 yards a carry and scored 7 TDs.

**Rookie scores TD pass**

Don Milan, former star quarterback for the Mustangs, made his mark in the pre football ranks last Saturday night. In the game won by Oakland over the Los Angeles Rams 34-6, the Raiders rookie quarterback threw a touchdown pass to another rookie—Mike Siani for 5 yards.

The former Mustang was inserted in the fourth quarter, after his team had a 1-0 lead. After a hectic start, he did manage to complete 4 of 10 passes. His total passing yardage was for 59 yards, with the longest pass 19 yards.

**Ag dean on committee**

J. Cordero Gibson, dean of the School of Agriculture and Natural Resources here has been reappointed to the Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources of the statewide Articulation Conference.

The appointment was announced by Glenn S. Dunke, chancellor of The California State University and College, Los Angeles.

Dean Gibson’s appointment is for a three-year term which began on July 1. Dean Gibson has just completed a three-year term on the committee, which makes recommendations with articulation between high schools, community colleges and colleges and universities.

Dean Gibson joined the faculty here in 1948 after teaching vocational agriculture and Whittier Union High School District, is a workshop consultant.

The workshop is co-sponsored by the university’s educational department and the State Department of Education.

**Mustang Classifieds**

**Announcements**

Full & Part-time. Male and Female. 207 plays, In which he rushed for 3,455 yards. While netting 560 yards and a 7.0 average. He connected on 48 of 170 passes for 44 per cent accuracy and five touchdowns.

Another quarterback with impressive figures is Cliff Johnson from Saratoga. He completed 63 per cent of his (120) for 1,730 yards and 15 TDs. He was only intercepted five times and he ran an additional five scores.

The other new signal caller, Rich Robinson from Yorba Valley high, guided his team to the CIF semifinals last fall after helping it to the Baseline. He lettered in basketball, track, golf and baseball in addition to football in high school.

Among the standout receivers and defensive backs are Nick Beatty, 6-3, 200, from Saratoga. Tim Phillips, 6-3, 190, from Garces high in Bakersfield. Don Murvin, 6-1, 173 from Norwalk and St. John Bosco high, Mark Davis, 6-5, 178 from San Clemente, and David Bremer, 5-11, 108 from Lakewood.

Beatty, a starter in the North-South Shrine game caught 41 passes for 800 yards, four TDs and had five interceptions. Murvin nabbed 15 passes for 282 yards, 7 TDs. Bremerahan, younger of Mie’s record-setting Mustang quarterback, averaged 16 yards a catch as he grabbed 23 serials for 371 yards and five scores.

Heading the list of running backs is Paul Manou, 5-2, 180 from Buchanan high in Santa Clara. He ran for 1,310 yards over two seasons scoring 15 TDs. Another top ball tailer is Sybello Thompson, 5-4, 180 from Selma. He ranked as one of the top backs in the San Joaquin Valley netting 200 yards a game in his senior year as he averaged 3.4 yards a carry and scored 7 TDs.

**Wheels**
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Another quarterback with impressive figures is Cliff Johnson from Saratoga. He completed 63 per cent of his (120) for 1,730 yards and 15 TDs. He was only intercepted five times and he ran an additional five scores.

The other new signal caller, Rich Robinson from Yorba Valley high, guided his team to the CIF semifinals last fall after helping it to the Baseline. He lettered in basketball, track, golf and baseball in addition to football in high school.

Among the standout receivers and defensive backs are Nick Beatty, 6-3, 200, from Saratoga. Tim Phillips, 6-3, 190, from Garces high in Bakersfield. Don Murvin, 6-1, 173 from Norwalk and St. John Bosco high, Mark Davis, 6-5, 178 from San Clemente, and David Bremer, 5-11, 108 from Lakewood.

Beatty, a starter in the North-South Shrine game caught 41 passes for 800 yards, four TDs and had five interceptions. Murvin nabbed 15 passes for 282 yards, 7 TDs. Bremerahan, younger of Mie’s record-setting Mustang quarterback, averaged 16 yards a catch as he grabbed 23 serials for 371 yards and five scores.

Heading the list of running backs is Paul Manou, 5-2, 180 from Buchanan high in Santa Clara. He ran for 1,310 yards over two seasons scoring 15 TDs. Another top ball tailer is Sybello Thompson, 5-4, 180 from Selma. He ranked as one of the top backs in the San Joaquin Valley netting 200 yards a game in his senior year as he averaged 3.4 yards a carry and scored 7 TDs.

**For Sale**

For Sale: Horse trailer. Also sell a yoke and manger when horses are sold. Heavily used, needs repainting. Contact 438-2099.

**Lost & Found**

Wanted: Black Bible. Some one left their Bible at the library. If found please call 438-2099.

**C.P. Films Presents**

**Hill in the Pacific**

Starring Lee Marvin

World War II. Drive a Japanese pilot and a Japanese naval officer are trapped on a deserted island. They join forces and escape, only to kill each other over a misunderstanding.

Friday, August 25

C.P.T. 

"Buck Rogers" 

Serial at 7:30, Movie at 8:00. Part 10. 

Only 50c

in two weeks: "Red Sky at Morning" and "Bullitt"